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The Federation of Irish Sport is the representative body for the National 

Governing Bodies (NGBs) and the Local sports Partnerships (LSPs) that make 

sport happen in Ireland.  

Whilst, like the Government, we recognise the importance of capital 

investment in sports facilities, the fact is that it is the people in the NGBs and  

LSPs, and the programmes they create and implement, that actually make 

sport happen at every level from grassroots to High-Performance, from children 

first becoming involved in physical activity at school to our international 

competitors in World Cups and Olympic and Paralympic Games. 

Last year saw the Government launch Ireland's first ever National Sports Policy, 

a comprehensive ten-year plan to get even more people participating in sport 

and physical activity. 

In that Policy the important role played by the NGBs and the LSPs was put 

centre stage, and for the first time in a decade current funding for people and 

programmes was increased. This is of course in line with the Government’s 

commitment to double funding for sport over the 10-year life of the National 

Sports Policy. 

This increased funding was widely welcomed by all of sport and in this 

document, we have given examples as to how this investment has been used. 

It is the National Sports Policy 2018 – 2027 that provides the context for this 

submission. Our single biggest ask is that Budget 2020 provides for 

further investment in people and programmes by increasing funds for current 

expenditure. We believe it is essential, in order to achieve the ultimate success 

of the National Sports Policy, that Budget 2020 takes the second step on the 

road to fulfilling the promise to double funding over the ten years life of the 

Policy, as Action 45 of the National Sports Policy refers to. Sport needs this to 

happen on a year by year basis if it is to meet the challenging participation 

targets set out in the National Sports Policy. 

This is our single most important ask. We truly believe it is an essential action 

necessary to copper-fasten the Government’s commitment to sport.  

The increase in core funding in Budget 2019 amounted to €2.5m – a relatively 

small sum of money of the overall Budget spend, but with a hugely positive 

impact. 

At the same time there are other areas we would like to see the Government 

consider. These are set out on the next page, with more detail in Section Two.  

   

SECTION 1 – FOREWORD  
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Our asks are that the Government;  

Delivers on its commitment to increase current sports funding in the 2020 

Budget, in line with its policies (Action 45) laid out in the National Sports 

Policy 2018–2027. 

Redirects €1.35m (4.2%) of the Sweetened Sugar Drinks Tax exchequer 

returns to fund a specific campaign to tackle the obesity problem in 

Ireland. This tax was created to change behaviour. Entrust sport to 

accelerate that change as a health intervention. 

Administers a portion of the increase of the Betting Tax to develop and 

implement communication and educational programmes on the 

importance of sport and the protection of those at risk in our sporting 

community.  

Ensures that the Sports Capital Programme is open for new applications 

on an annual basis and build a commitment into every sports capital 

grant over €250,000 that the recipient must use a percentage of the grant 

to fund an associated participation project.  

Lowers the €250 eligibility threshold for capital reliefs on individual 

donations to sports capital projects. 

Introduces a scheme to attract philanthropic finance support 

for Ireland’s high-performance programme.  

To conclude, Sport is central to the Irish story. Sport Matters, it embodies who 

we are as a nation. It weaves our local communities together and shows off 

our best qualities abroad. It is also an essential contributor to the Exchequer, 

social inclusivity and participation, and to health, tourism and the community. 

In order to achieve our sporting potential and enjoy the benefits this brings, 

core funding is the most vital resource for our 106 members. This investment 

provides a platform for them to build on both their strategic and operational 

priorities including increased participation, diversity and inclusion, education 

and training. We believe Sport Matters to all! 

 

 

 

 

Mary O’Connor, CEO of the Federation of Irish Sport 
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We are asking the Government as part of Budget 2020 to deliver the second 

(of ten) phase of core funding this year, to remain online to double funding 

over the 10-year lifetime of the National Sports Policy 2018–2027, as per Action 

45 of that policy. 

Sport plays an incomparable role in Ireland when it comes to social inclusivity, 

people and volunteers, health and wellbeing, financial return and community 

spirit.  

 

The National Sports Policy, launched by Government in July 2018, has the 

potential to be transformative for every member, organisation and association 

involved in sports, and is built upon the pillars that we as a country hold dear. 

 

Delivering upon the commitments outlined in the National Sports Policy will 

showcase that plans are achievable with funding, and programmes aimed at 

achieving greater participation and diversity and inclusion are achievable 

when people have adequate support.  

 

It is vital that our members continue to build on the excellent work they have 

carried out to date. For this to happen, it is critical that the necessary funding 

is consistently provided on an annual basis, as 25% of LSP’s and 33% of NGB’s 

cite funding as the single biggest challenge they face in delivering on their 

objectives. 

 

The Federation of Irish Sport is calling on the Government to redirect 4.2% of 

overall Sugar Sweetened Drinks Tax exchequer returns specifically to combat 

obesity and increase participation in sport in Ireland, as part of Budget 2020. 

 

The Sugar Sweetened Drinks (SSD) Tax, specifically introduced as a behavioural 

change measure, has seen the Exchequer benefit to the tune of almost €32m 

in its first 12 months of application.  

By allocating €1.35m (just 4.2%) of this revenue stream, Ireland would see a new 

programme developed and implemented to combat the obesity issue we are 

SECTION 2 - OUR ASKS: THE DETAIL 
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experiencing in this country, while increasing participation in sport, a key 

objective of the National Sports Policy.   

The Federation of Irish Sport is calling on the Government to use revenues 

generated by the Betting Tax to develop and implement communication and 

educational programmes on the importance of sport and the protection of 

those at risk in our sporting community.  

The increased betting tax, introduced as part of Budget 2019, is expected to 

double excise receipts to almost €52m per year. This is a substantial sum which 

could be used to develop educational programmes to prevent and reduce 

problem gambling.  

While participation and support for sporting activity is hugely beneficial in terms 

of physical, mental and emotional well-being, problem gambling on sporting 

events is also a huge issue for individuals, families and communities across 

Ireland.  

The Federation of Irish Sport is very alive to this issue. However, developing and 

delivering educational programmes for teenagers, adults and parents who 

engage with our sporting clubs, requires ongoing resourcing and investment.  

We are therefore seeking a portion of the Betting Tax revenue to enable our 

NGBs to develop and deliver dedicated programmes addressing to the threat 

of gambling. 

The Federation of Irish Sport is calling on the Government to ensure that the 

Sports Capital Programme is open for new applications on an annual basis, 

and that a measure is put in place to ensure that 1% of every sports capital 

grant over €250,000 must be used to fund an associated participation project.  

In order to continue the growth and development of Irish sport at local level, 

and for our clubs and athletes to excel on the international stage, it is 

imperative that the Sports Capital Grant programme is administered on an 

annual basis, and that it is open for new applications each year.  

In addition, the ‘Per Cent for Art Scheme’ introduced by the Department of 

Arts, Heritage and Culture has proven very effective and was recently 

reviewed to increase its bands and limits.  Sport in Ireland, however, has no 

such scheme.    

Funding for the Sports Capital Grants was almost €40 million this year. This is 

incredibly important to building infrastructure and facilities in every community 

in Ireland and to benefit people in that locality in terms of health, social 

interaction and physical activity. By committing 1% of any grant over €250,000 

into people and programmes means that these state-of-the-art facilities are 

utilised to engage current members and new audiences.  
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This will ensure that programmes are developed to increase participation, 

inclusivity, diversity of gender and ethnic origin.  

In order to increase much needed donations to sports capital projects from 

individuals, the Federation of Irish Sport is calling on the Government to lower 

the eligibility threshold for capital reliefs on individual donations for sports 

capital projects to €200. 

Currently (under the section 847A of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997) a 

donation is a relevant donation for the purposes of section 847A TCA where it 

satisfies many conditions, including; 

• the donation is the payment of a sum or sums of money amounting to 

at least €250 in a year of assessment for a donation by an individual; and 

at least €250 in an accounting period for a donation by a company. 

Where an accounting period is less than 12 months the €250 is 

proportionally reduced, e.g. if the accounting period is six months the 

donation must be at least €125. 

Donations can only be accepted for previously granted projects via the 

Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport. These projects often require a 

significant amount of additional funding to complete and equip.  

If the eligibility threshold for capital reliefs on individual donations to sports 

capital projects was reduced by 20% this would have a double monetary 

benefit to sports clubs and associations all over the country, while also 

increasing possibilities of individuals making more feasible donations of €200 

over a 12-month period. Similarly, where the accounting period is less than 12 

months, the €200 should be proportionally reduced, e.g. if the account period 

is three months the donation would only have to be at least €50. 

The Federation of Irish Sport is calling on the Government to establish a scheme 

dedicated to philanthropic financial support for Ireland’s high-performance 

programme.  

BlackGold, a public-private philanthropic initiative was established in New 

Zealand with a focus on high net-worth kiwis (and international individuals / 

organisations) who have a passion for sport and who want to invest in New 

Zealand’s sporting success.  

BlackGold matches the passion and interests of potential donors with National 

Sports Organisation projects, over and above what the Government or Sport 

New Zealand can fund. 

It is recognised in the National Sport Policy that Ireland would ‘regard our real 

competitors as those countries with a population size similar to ours (i.e. less 

than 10m). New Zealand invested €152.1m in high performance sports funding 

during the Rio Olympic cycle (2013-2016), compared to Ireland’s investment of 

€37.6m during the same time period.   
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By establishing a dedicated stream of philanthropic funding specific to High-

Performance Sport in Ireland, it would excel our facilities, coaches, athletes 

and associations, delivering increased Olympic and Paralympic success.   
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Sport and the Economy 

Sport supports 40,000 indigenous jobs across every constituency in Ireland. 

According to a 2010 Indecon Report commissioned by the Sports Council, 

sport in Ireland also generates €1.9 billion in household spending per annum, 

with primary contributory items including subscriptions to clubs, clothing, 

footwear, equipment, admission to events, and domestic and international 

sport-related travel. In 2019, this contribution is undoubtedly much higher.  

Sport delivers a “significant return on Government investment and 

expenditure”, according to the report. Based on a calculation of revenues 

received from sport-supported expenditure and income, and other additional 

revenues, for every €100 the Government invests in sport in Ireland, it receives 

approximately €149 in the form of taxes and other income arising from sport‐

related economic activity. In short, investing in Irish sport makes economic 

sense at every level.  

Sport and Health 

According to a recent study carried out by the Irish Sports Council and the ESRI, 

the average person participating in sport is 14 years younger in health terms 

than their non-participating peers. 

Physical inactivity is identified as the fourth-highest cause of deaths on a global 

scale. It is estimated that physical inactivity in Ireland costs the Irish economy 

€1.6 billion every year.  

It is clear to see that the healthcare system would benefit from reduced costs 

if people became more active.  

Sport and tourism 

Fáilte Ireland has previously highlighted the important role that sport plays in 

Ireland’s tourism and hospitality sector.  Sports tourism is estimated to be worth 

€1 billion to the Irish economy (2013 figures). Approximately one in every nine 

euro spent on Irish tourism is sports tourism related.    

Golf alone brings in 163,000 visitors to Ireland annually, generating an income 

of €202 million.  Each overseas golf tourist spends an average of €1,200 per visit.  

The annual Ireland vs England Six Nations fixture, a highlight in the Irish sports 

calendar, brings in €83 million to the Irish economy.  

 

 

SECTION 3 – SPORT MATTERS 
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Sport and community 

Sport plays a central in the social fabric of every county, constituency and 

parish in the country.  It represents the largest single source of volunteering in 

Ireland, with over 450,000 people volunteering in sport each week.  In addition:    

1. There are almost 14,000 sports clubs and associations in Ireland; 

2. These clubs and associations have 1.7 million members; 

3. 37.2 million hours of unpaid voluntary work are performed every year; 

4. The value of volunteering in sport in Ireland could be as high as €600 

million  

a. For example, a 2019 WhiteBarn Consulting Report estimates that 

the 91 GAA clubs in Dublin generate €1 billion SROI (social return 

on investment) to Dublin communities.  
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Last year for the first time in a decade the Government increased the amount 

of core funding that was administered to our members. This decision came on 

the back of the National Sports Policy 2018-2027, which was seen as a 

significant sign of the Government's commitment, understanding and 

recognition of the key role played by our members. 

This money was put to good use by our members as can be seen by the 

feedback we have received from a recent survey the Federation carried out 

across a representative sample of members. For instance; 

Horse Sport Ireland utilised the funding in its High-Performance programme and 

saw an immediate result when their Eventing Team became the first team in 

any discipline to qualify for next year's Tokyo Olympic Games. 

Triathlon Ireland invested in its development programme across clubs, schools, 

official training and participation initiatives such as their TriHeroes programme 

engaging in schools and junior participants. 

Hockey Ireland was able to roll out a development programme in clubs and 

to capitalise on the impact of the Irish Hockey Ladies team achieving silver in 

the World Cup - an achievement reflected in the significant interest in young 

girls wishing to become involved in the sport. 

Basketball Ireland invested in a development programme that has enabled it 

to cope better with an increasing numbers of young basketball players. 

Irish boxing has invested in new staff filling very necessary roles in its High-

Performance team as it prepares for the Olympics. Results are already evident 

with a medal at the recent European Games. It has also invested in an 

education programme to upskill staff in order to build capacity in 

disadvantaged areas. 

Ladies Gaelic Football has invested in more development programmes and 

initiatives which have increased participation rates. 

Irish Wheelchair Sport has rolled out its Community Sports Club project which is 

resulting in the establishment of new IWA sports clubs to cater for children with 

a physical disability. 

Irish Rowing has been able to make necessary improvements to the National 

Rowing Centre - a vital cog in the preparation of their Olympic rowers. 

Athletics Ireland has been able to roll out its Daily Mile participation that is now 

in 800 schools countrywide - it represents 25 million participation opportunities 

SECTION 4 – 2018 INCREASE IN FUNDING - EXAMPLES 
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per academic year.  The ambition is eventually to have 100% participation 

from 3,300 primary schools in the county. 

Badminton Ireland the funding has enabled it to accelerate the introduction 

of the sport to more schools than ever before. 
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05 – OUR MEMBERS 

Angling Council of Ireland  | Archery Ireland Athletics Ireland  |  Badminton Ireland  |  Basketball 

Ireland  | Baton Twirling Sport Association of Ireland | Bol Chumann na hEireann (Irish Road Bowling 

Association) |  CARA |The Camogie Association | Canoe Ireland |  Comhairle Liathróid Láimhe Na 

hÉireann (GAA Handball)   Cricket Ireland |  Croquet Association of Ireland | Cycling Ireland 

Football Association of Ireland | GAA | Olympics Federation of Ireland | Irish Wheelchair 

Association – Sport | Paralympics Ireland | Irish Kidney Association | Student Sport Ireland | Deaf 

Sports Ireland |Special Olympics Ireland | Golfing Union of Ireland | Gymnastics Ireland | Horse 

Sport Ireland | Horseshoe Pitchers Association of Ireland |  Inline Hockey | Ireland Lacrosse | Irish 

Athletic Boxing Association | Irish Amateur Wrestling Association | Irish American Football 

Association | Irish Cheer Sport Association | Irish Clay Target Shooting Association | Fencing Ireland 

Irish Flying Disc Association| Irish Hockey Association | Irish Ice Hockey Association | Irish Ladies 

Golf Union | Ice Skating Association of Ireland | Irish Indoor Bowling Association | Irish Judo 

Association | Irish Martial Arts Commission | Irish Olympic Handball | Irish Orienteering Association | 

Irish Rugby Football Union | Irish Sailing | Irish Squash Irish Surfing Association | Irish Table Tennis 

Association | Irish Taekwondo Union | Irish Tenpin Bowling Association | Irish Underwater Council 

Irish Waterski and Wakeboard Federation |Irish Water Safety (Lifesaving Sport) | Ladies Gaelic 

Football Association |  Motor Cycle Union of Ireland | Motorsport Ireland | Mountaineering Ireland | 

National Aero Club Ireland | National Coarse Fishing Federation of Ireland | Pentathlon | Pitch and 

Putt Union of Ireland | Racquetball Association of Ireland | Rowing Ireland | Snowsports Association 

of Ireland | Swim Ireland | Tennis Ireland Triathlon Ireland | Irish Tug of-War Association | | Dublin 

Institute Technology – Sport | Weightlifting Ireland |  Vision Sports Ireland | Volleyball Association of 

Ireland | Target Shooting Ireland | Speleological Union of Ireland | Karate Ireland – ONAKAI | 

Softball Ireland 

 

  Local Sports Partnerships  

Carlow | Cavan | Clare | Cork |Donegal| Dublin City | Dun Laoghaire Rathdown| Fingal|Kerry 

| Kildare | Kilkenny | Laois | Leitrim | Limerick | Louth | Mayo | Meath | Monaghan | Offaly | 

Sligo | South Dublin County | Tipperary | Waterford | Westmeath | Wexford | Wicklow 
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